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MODEL-CONSTRAINED DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES FOR
INVERSE PROBLEMS∗
TAN BUI-THANH†
Abstract. Deep Learning (DL), in particular deep neural networks, by design is purely datadriven and in general does not require physics. This is the strength of DL but also one of its key
limitations when applied to science and engineering problems in which underlying physical properties—such as stability, conservation, and positivity—and desired accuracy need to be achieved.
DL methods in their original forms is not capable of respecting the underlying mathematical models or achieving desired accuracy even in big-data regimes. On the other hand, many data-driven
science and engineering problems, such as inverse problems, typically have limited experimental or
observational data, and DL would overfit the data in this case. Leveraging information encoded
in the underlying mathematical models, we argue, not only compensates missing information in
low data regimes but also provides opportunities to equip DL methods with the underlying physics
and hence obtaining higher accuracy. This short paper introduces several model-constrained DL
approaches—including both feed-forward DNN and autoencoders—that learn not only information
hidden in the training data but also in the underlying mathematical models to solve inverse problems.
We present and provide intuitions for our formulations for general nonlinear problems. For linear
inverse problems and linear networks, the first order optimality conditions show that our modelconstrained DL approaches can learn information encoded in the underlying mathematical models,
and thus can produce consistent or equivalent inverse solutions, while naive purely data-based counterparts cannot.
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1. Introduction. Inverse problems are pervasive in scientific discovery and decision making for complex, natural, engineered, and societal systems. They are perhaps the most popular mathematical approaches for enabling predictive scientific simulations that integrate observational/experimental data, simulations and/or models
[20, 13, 27]. Many engineering and sciences systems are governed by parametrized partial differential equations (PDE). Computational PDE-constrained inverse problems
faces not only the ill-posed nature—namely, non-existence, non-uniqueness, instability of inverse solutions—but also the computational expense of solving the underlying
PDE. Computational inverse methods typically require the PDE to be solved at many
realizations of parameter and the cost is an increasing function of the parameter dimension. The fast growth of this cost is typically associated with the curse of the
dimensionality. Inverse problems for practical complex systems [1, 20, 14, 5, 15] however possess this high dimensional parameter space challenge. Thus, mitigating the
cost of repeatedly solving the underlying PDE has been one of paramount importance
in computational inverse problems.
The field of Machine Learning (ML) typically refers to computational and statistical methods for automated detection of meaningful patterns in data [2, 26, 19].
While Deep Learning (DL) [9], a subset of machine learning, has proved to be state-ofthe-art methods in many fields of computer sciences such as computer vision, speech
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recognition, natural language processing, etc. Its presence in the scientific computing
community is, however, mostly limited to off-the-shelf applications of deep learning. Unlike classical scientific computational methods, such as finite element methods
[6, 4, 8], in which solution accuracy and reliability are guaranteed under regularity
conditions, standard DL methods are often far from providing reliable and accurate
predictions for science and engineering applications. The reason is that though approximation capability of deep learning, e.g. via Deep Neuron Networks (DNN), is
as good as classical methods in approximation theory [7, 11, 18, 12], DL accuracy is
hardly attainable in general due to limitation in training. It has been shown that the
training problem is highly nonlinear and non-convex, and that the gradient of loss
functions can explode or vanish [10], thus possibly preventing any gradient-based optimization methods from reliably converging to a minimizer. Even when converged,
the prediction of the (approximate) optimal deep learning model can be prone to
over-fitting and can have poor generalization error.
Many data-driven inverse problems in science and engineering problems have limited experimental or observational data, e.g. due to the cost of placing sensors (e.g.
each oil well can cost million dollars) or the difficulties of placing sensors in certain
regions (e.g. deep ocean bottoms). DL, by design, does not require physics, but
data. This is the strength of DL. It is also the key limitation to science and engineering problems in which underlying physics need to be respected (e.g. stability,
conservation, positivity, etc) and higher accuracy is required. In this case, purely
data-based DL approaches are prone to over-fitting and thus incapable of respecting
the physics or providing desired accuracy. Similar to least squares finite element methods [3], we can train DL solution constrained by the PDE residual as a regularization
[25, 22, 23, 24, 29, 28, 16, 21]). The resulting DL models can learn solutions that attempt to make the PDE residual small. This physics-informed neural network (PINN)
approach directly approximates the PDE solution in infinite dimensional spaces such
as L1 or L2 . While universal approximation results (see, e.g., [7, 11, 18, 12]) could
ensure any desired accuracy with sufficiently large number of neurons, practical network architectures are moderate in both depth and width, and hence the number
of weights and biases. Therefore, the accuracy of PINN can be limited. Moreover,
for parametrized PDEs—that are pervasive in design, control, optimization, inference,
and uncertainty quantification—training a PINN that is generalized for both spatial
accuracy and accuracy in high-dimensional parameter spaces is not trivial [17].
For inverse problems, the object of interest is not the solution of parametrized
PDE, per say, but some observable integrated Quantity of Interest (QoI) of the solution. Since the solution depends on the parameter, QoI is a function of parameter.
The mapping from parameter to some observable QoI is known as the parameter-toobservable map. Unlike the solution, QoI does not depend on spatial or temporal
variables but only on the parameter. Moreover, for most of engineering and sciences
application the dimension of QoI or observational data is typically much less than
that of the solution.
The paper is organized as follows. section 2 describes notations. In section 3 we
briefly introduce nonlinear inverse problems, and a data-driven naive DL approach
(NDL) and solution for linear network and linear inverse problem are presented. The
goal of section 4 is to present a model-constrained DNN (MCDNN) approach designed
to learn the inverse map while being constrained by the forward map of the underlying
discretized PDE. Then, we present two model-constrained decoder approaches to learn
the inverse map in section 5 and a model-constrained encoder approach in section 6.
We conclude the paper with future research directions in section 7.
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2. Notations.
• Boldface lower cases are for (column) vectors.
• Uppercase letters are for matrices. I is the identity matrix, whose size is clear
from the context in which it appears.
• nt is the number of training scenarios/data.
• m is dimension (number of rows) of the parameter vector u.
• n is dimension (number of rows) of each observable data vector y.
• U ∈ Rm×nt is the parameter matrix concatenating available parameter u.
• Y ∈ Rn×nt is the data matrix concatenating available data y.
• {U, Y } or {Y, U } is the training data set.
• 1 ∈ Rnt is the column vector with all ones.
• k·k denotes standard Euclidean norm for vectors and Frobenius norm for
matrices.
• u is the vector of parameters in the underlying parametrized PDEs.
• w is the solution of the underlying parametrized PDEs.
• θ is the vector of all weights and biases of DNN.
• G denotes general nonlinear parameter-to-observable or forward map.
• G is preserved to denote a linear parameter-to-observable or forward map.
• y denotes the vector observational data.
3. Forward and inverse problems. We denote by u ∈ Rm the parameters
sought in the inversion, by w ∈ Rs the forward states, by G : Rs → Rn the forward
map (computing some observable quantity of interest), and by y ∈ Rn the observations. For the clarity of the exposition, we assume there is no observation noise or
error, thus
(3.1)

y := G (w (u)) + η,

where η takes into account the possibility that G (w (u)) is not adequate and/or there
are noises/errors in observational data. The parameter-to-observable (PtO) map is
the composition of the forward map G and the states, i.e. G ◦w. However for simplicity
of the exposition, we do not distinguish it from the forward map and thus we also
write G : Rm 3 u 7→ G (u) := G (w (u)) ∈ Rn . The forward states are the solution of
the forward equation
(3.2)

F (u, w) = f ,

Assume that (3.2) is well-posed so that, for a given set of parameters u, one
can (numerically) solve for the corresponding forward states w = w (u) := F −1 (f ).
In the forward problem, we compute observational data y via (3.1) given a set of
parameter u. In the inverse problem, we seek to determine the unknown parameter
u given some observational data y, that is, we wish to construct the inverse of G.
Since m is typically (much) larger than for many practical problems, the parameterto-observable map G is not invertible even when G is linear. The inverse task is
thus ill-posed and notoriously challenging as a solution for u may not exist (nonexistence), even when it may, it is not unique (non-uniqueness) nor continuously
depends on the data y (instability). An approximate solution is typically sought via
(either deterministically or statistically) regularization.
Given the popularity of emerging machine learning, in particular deep learning,
methods, we may attempt to apply pure data-driven DL, or naive DL (NDL), to learn
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the (ill-posed) inverse of G, e.g.,
(3.3)

min
b,W

1
α1
α2
2
2
2
kU − Ψ (Y, W, b)k +
kW k +
kbk ,
2
2
2

where Ψ is DNN with weight matrix W and bias vector b and the last two terms
are regularizations for weights and biases with nonnegative regularization parameters
α1 and α2 . This approach completely disregards the underlying mathematical model
(3.1)-(3.2). In particular, even for linear inverse problem—y = Gu and there is no
error in computing the data so that Y = GU —and linear DNN, it is not clear if the
NDL approach (3.3) could recover a solution of the original inverse problem
(3.4)

min y obs − Gu

2

u

in an interpretable sense. Indeed, suppose that we choose a linear activation function
such that the DNN model Ψ (Y, W, b) for leaning the inverse map can be written as
W Y + B, where B := b1T . It is easy to see that the optimal weight W 0 and bias b0
for (3.3) is given as

−1 



1
1
T
T T
T
0
11
U G + α1 I
U I−
11
U T GT
W = GU I −
nt − α2
nt − α2

1
I − W 0 G u,
b0 =
1 − α2 /nt
where u := n1t U 1. Thus the NDL inverse solution for a given testing/observational
data y obs is given by
(3.5)

uNDL = W 0 y obs + b0 ,

which is not clearly seen as a solution to the original inverse problem (3.4) in some
sense.
This could be claimed as an advantage of the DNN approach. However, DNN
can be seen as an “interpolation” method and thus can generalize well only for scenarios that have been seen in or are closed to the training data set {U, Y }. This
implies a possible enormous amount of training data to learn the inverse of a highly
nonlinear forward model (3.1)-(3.2). In practical sciences and engineering problems,
this extensive data regime is unfortunately rarely the case due to the cost of placing
sensors (e.g. each oil well can cost million dollars) or the difficulties in placing sensors in certain regions (e.g. deep ocean bottoms). In order for a DNN to generalize
well in insufficient data regimes, it should be equipped with information encoded in
the forward model (3.1)-(3.2) that is not covered in the data set. In other words,
it is natural to require DNN to be aware of the underlying mathematical models (or
discretizations) in order for it to be a reliable and meaningful tool for sciences and
engineering applications. The question is how to inform DNN about the underlying
models?
In the following, as an effort to train DNN to learn not only information hidden
in the training data but also the underlying models, we explore several model-aware
DNN approaches to learning the inverse of PtO map G. Though the approaches
are designed for general nonlinear problems, our focus here is on linear PtO map as
it provides insights into if learning the inverse map via model-aware DNN is at all
possible.
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4. Model-Constrained Deep Neural Network (MCDNN) for learning
the inverse map. We propose the learn the inverse map via DNN constrained by
the forward map as
(4.1)

min
b,W

α
1
2
2
kU − Ψ (Y, W, b)k + kY − G (Ψ (Y, W, b))k ,
2
2

where Ψ is DNN learning the map from observable data y to parameter u with weight
matrix W and bias vector b. Unlike the naive pure data-driven DNN approach (3.3),
(4.1) makes the DNN Ψ aware that the training data is generated by the forward
map G. This is done by requiring the output of the DNN—approximate unknown
parameter u for a given data y as the input—when pushed through the forward
2
model reproduces the data y. The model-aware term α2 kY − G (Ψ (Y, W, b))k can
be considered as a physics-informed regularization approach for DNN (compared to
the non-physical regularizations in (3.3)).
To provide some intuition for our MC-DL approach let us choose a linear activation function such that the DNN model Ψ (Y, W, b) for leaning the inverse map can
be written as W Y + B, where B := b1T . We also assume that the forward map is
linear, i.e., y = Gu and there is no error in computing the data so that Y = GU .
For linear inverse problem with linear DNN, the model-constrained training problem
(4.1) becomes
(4.2)

min
b,W

1
α
2
2
kU − (W Y + B)kF + kY − G (W Y + B)kF ,
2
2

where the subscript F denotes the standard Frobenius norm.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that Y has full row rank. The optimal solution W I and bI
of the DNN training problem (4.2) satisfies




−1
T
T −1
bI = I + αGT G
YY
I − UY
G u,




−1
T
T −1
UY
YY
W I = I + αGT G
+ αGT ,
where u := n1t U 1 and y := n1t Y 1 are the column-average of the training parameters
and data, Y := Y − y1T , and U := U − u1T .
Corollary 4.2. Suppose that Y has full row rank and α > 0. For a given
testing/observational data y obs , the DNN inverse solution uMCDL of (4.2) is given by




−1

T
T −1
MCDL
T
obs
T obs
u
= I + αG G
u + UY
YY
y − y + αG y
which is exactly the solution of the following regularized linear inverse problem
min
u

1 obs
y − Gu
2

2

+

where
u0 = u + U Y

T



YY

T

1
2
ku − u0 k ,
2α

−1


y obs − y .

The results of Corollary 4.2 shows that the MDDL inverse solution uMCDL is equivalent to a Tikhonov-regularized inverse solution with a special reference parameter
u0 that depends on the training set {U, Y } and the given observational data y obs .
In other words, the modal-constrained deep learning MCDNN approach provides datainformed Tikhonov-regularized inverse solutions.
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5. Model-Constrained Decoder (MCdecoder) for learning the inverse
map. Let us denote by Ψe (·, We , be ) the encoder with weight We and bias be , and
by Ψd (·, We , be ) the decoder with weight Wd and bias bd . We wish to train a modelconstrained decoder (MCdecoder) in the following sense
(5.1)
min

be ,We ,bd ,Wd

1
α
2
2
kY − Ψe (U, We , be )k + kU − Ψd (Ψe (U, We , be ) , Wd , bd )k +
2
2
β
2
kY − G (Ψd (Ψe (U, We , be ) , Wd , bd ))k ,
2

where the first term forces the encoder to map the parameter u to observation y.
The second term requires the decoder after taking the encoder output as its input
reproduce the parameter. The third term is to ensure that the autoencoder system
cannot be arbitrary but to obey the forward map. That is, the output of the decoder,
which approximates the parameter, after going through the underlying forward map
must reproduce the data. Thus, unlike standard autoencoder approach which is purely
data-driven, our proposed autoencoder has the parameter as its input, the observational
data as its latent variable, and its output aware of the forward map. For linear NN
and linear inverse problem, the MCdecoder formulation (5.1) reduces to
(5.2)

min

be ,We ,bd ,Wd

α
1
2
2
kU − Wd (We U + Be ) − Bd kF + kY − We U − Be kF +
2
2
β
2
kY − GWd (We U + Be ) − GBd kF ,
2

where Be := be 1T and Bd := bd 1T .
Definition 5.1 (Equivalent inverse solution). An inverse solution û is equivalent
to the true underlying parameter u∗ if
G (û) = G (u∗ )
, Wd MCdecoder ,bMCdecoder
Lemma 5.2. The following combination of We MCdecoder , bMCencoder
e
d
satisfying
bMCdecoder
= 0,
e

bMCdecoder
= 0,
d

We MCdecoder = G,

and Wd MCdecoder G = I,

is a stationary point of the lost function in the MCdecoder formulation (5.2).
That is, the encoder weight matrix We MCdecoder in Lemma 5.2 is exactly the forward
map G and the decoder weight matrix Wd MCdecoder is a left inverse of the forward
map. In this case, given a new data y obs , the decoder returns an equivalent inverse
solution.
A variant of (5.1) is given by
(5.3)

min

be ,We ,bd ,Wd

J :=

1
2
kU − Ψd (Ψe (U, We , Be ) , Wd , Bd )k +
2
β
2
kΨe (U, We , Be ) − G (Ψd (Ψe (U, We , Be ) , Wd , Bd ))k ,
2
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which, for linear neural network and linear inverse problem, becomes
(5.4)

min

be ,We ,bd ,Wd

J :=

1
2
kU − Wd (We U + Be ) − Bd k +
2
β
2
kWe U + Be − GWd (We U + Be ) − GBd k ,
2

Lemma 5.3. The following combination of We MCdecoder , bMCencoder
, Wd MCdecoder ,
e
MCdecoder
and bd
satisfying


MCdecoder
,
bMCdecoder
=
N
W
d
e

bMCdecoder
= 0,
d

G × Wd MCdecoder = I,

and We MCdecoder × Wd MCdecoder = I,
is a stationary point of the lost function in the MCdecoder formulation (5.4). Here,
N (·) denotes the null space. In addition, if
That is, the decoder weight matrix Wd MCdecoder is a right inverse for both the forward
map G and the encoder weight matrix We MCdecoder .
Definition 5.4 (Consistent inverse solution). An inverse solution û is consistent
if it reproduces the data y obs when pushed through the forward map G, i.e.,
G (û) = y obs .
The trained decoder in Lemma 5.3 thus provides consistent inverse solutions.
Remark 5.5. Though we are interested in the inverse solution, the decoder Ψd ,
designed in (5.1)–(5.3) as an approximate inverse map, is the primary object of interest. Should approximating the forward map G (u) be also a goal (such as for forward
propagation of uncertainty), the encoder Ψe (·, We , be ), once trained, can be used as
an approximate forward map by design. In fact for linear inverse problems and linear
neural networks, Lemma 5.2 shows that the encoder could be exactly learn the forward
map in formulation (5.1) while Lemma 5.3 shows that the encoder could indirectly
learn (since the decoder is a right inverse for both the forward map G and the encoder
weight matrix We MCdecoder ) the forward map in formulation (5.3).
6. Model-constrained Encoder (MCencoder) for learing the inverse
map. Recall in section 5 we train the decoder to learn the inverse map. The training
is regularized by requiring the encoder to behave similar to the forward map. In this
section, we reverse the autoencoder structure, that is, we train the encoder to learn
the inverse map and the training is regularized by requiring the decoder to behave
like the forward map. Similar to (5.1) we wish to train a model-constrained encoder
by solving the following optimization problem.

(6.1)

min

be ,We ,bd ,Wd

α
1
2
2
kU − Ψe (Y, We , Be )k + kY − Ψd (Ψe (Y, We , Be ) , Wd , Bd )k
2
2
β
2
+ kY − G (Ψe (Y, We , Be ))k ,
2

where the first term forces the decoder, as a surrogate to the inverse map, to transform
observation y to parameter u. The second term requires the decoder, after taking the
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encoder output as its input, reproduce the observation. The third term is to ensure
that the autoencoder system cannot be arbitrary but be constrained the underlying
forward map. That is, the output of the encoder, which approximates the parameter,
after going through the forward map must reproduce the data. For linear NN and
linear inverse problem, the MCencoder formulation (5.3) becomes
(6.2)

min

be ,We ,bd ,Wd

J :=

α
1
2
2
kY − Wd (We Y + Be ) − Bd kF + kU − We Y − Be kF +
2
2
β
2
kY − GWe Y − GBe kF ,
2

Theorem 6.1. At least one combination We MCencoder , bMCencoder
, Wd MCencoder ,
e
MCencoder
and bd
satisfying
bMCencoder
= u − We MCencoder y,
e
bMCencoder
= y − Wd MCencoder u,
d
We MCencoder = We MCencoder Wd MCencoder We MCencoder ,
We MCencoder = We MCencoder GWe MCencoder .


 
T
T −1
T
YY
+ βGT (I − GWe ) ,
Wd [I − Wd We ] = α We − U Y
is a stationary point of the optimization problem (6.2). In addition, if Y has full row
rank, all stationary
points, including optimal

 solutions, obey the above four identities.
Clearly, Any We MCencoder , Wd MCencoder satisfying
GWe MCencoder = I,
Wd MCencoder We MCencoder = I.
is also a valid stationary point of (6.2).
Theorem 6.1 says that, once trained, the encoder weight matrix We MCencoder of the
MCencoder formulation (6.2) can have forward map G as its generalized inverse and
the decoder weight matrix Wd MCencoder behaves similar to the forward map in the
sense that both are generalized inverses of We MCencoder . In particular, this holds true
at optimal solutions when the data is sufficiently rich, i.e., Y has full row rank. Note
that this is not an entirely impractical assumption as the number of rows of Y is
typically much smaller than the number of rows of U . Theorem 6.1 also indicates
that the encoder weight matrix being a right inverse of the forward map G and the
decoder weight matrix Wd MCencoder is a favorable possibility. In this case, we have


G We MCencoder y obs + bMCencoder
= y obs = Gu∗ ,
e
which shows that the encoder is an approximate inverse map whose inverse solution
is consistent as it exactly reproduces the observation y obs when pushed through the
forward map.
7. Conclusions. We argue that in order for a DNN to generalize well in insufficient data regimes, it should be equipped with information encoded in the underlying mathematical modles that is not covered in the data set. In other words, it
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is natural to require DNN to be aware of the underlying mathematical models (or
discretizations) in order for it to be a reliable and meaningful tool for sciences and
engineering applications. To this end, we have presented several model-constrained
DL approaches—using both feed-forward DNN and autoencoders—to learn inverse
solutions while being aware of the forward model under consideration. The first order
optimality conditions for the proposed model-constrained DL approaches can respect
the physics. In particular, They can provide consistent or equivalent inverse solutions
of the original inverse problems. Ongoing work is to investigate the second order
optimality conditions and to extend the result to nonlinear inverse problems.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Sheroze Sheriffdeen, Jonathan Wittmer,
Hwan Goh, and Co Tran for fruitful discussions.
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